
AN ANALYSIS OF JIB FOWLES ESSAY ADVERTISINGS FIFTEEN BASIC

APPEALS

Advertising's Fifteen Basic Appeals This essay explains how Jib Fowles has analyzed the emotional appeals that
advertisers use to shape.

Rather than looking for the greatest number of appeals, decoding ads is most productive when the loudest one
or two appeals are discerned, since those are the appeals with the best chance of grabbing people's attention.
The target audience is mainly students who are studying media. Advertisements of clothing and cosmetic
industries are based on this appeal only. And nope, we don't source our examples from our editing service! He
gives her a DeBeers diamond, and there is a tear in her laugh lines. The need for affiliation: Showing things
larger than life and linking viewers with a product is another appeal used by advertisers. The need to nurture:
This appeal is commonly used towards females where small and innocent creatures like infants and pets are
used to create an emotional appeal to the women to take care of them. He listed out all of the fifteen basic
appeals of advertising, described the individual appeals and gave examples from contemporary print and
broadcast ads that might occur to readers  Boston: Pearson,  Since this article has existed over 30 years, even
the advertisements platform and society has changed. A facsimile of this need can be hit without children or
pets: the husband is ill and sleepless in the television commercial, and the wife grudgingly fetches the NyQuil.
Michael Petracca, Madeleine Sorapure. To the extent that sexual imagery is used, it conventionally works
better on men than women; typically a female figure is offered up to the male reader. The woman exposes
herself, and sales surge. The previous need involved being looked up to, while this is the need to be looked at.
It may seem odd to list a need for information among basic motives, but this need can be as primal and
compelling as any of the others. It was easy for readers to follow his steps throughout the whole article
because of the sub-tittles he provided for each appeal. Still more rejection if our shirts have
ring-around-the-collar, if our car needs to be Midasized. Should this occur, the product information comes
along behind. To support his concepts, Fowles examined several advertisements, judging that some of them
presented positive images "two women confide and drink Maxwell house coffee together [


